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5/23/71 

JNS, PH, re JNS 3/2/71 and at :ached "Copies of 79 pp from Bud Y. files" from Hoch. 

When my geusts were late coursing yesterday I starter going over the copies one of you 

was kinf enough to send me, and this morning, while they were still sleeping (I've just 

awakened the first), I've finished them and gone over the memo. That first. Of some of 

these things I'd like copies. Some I had or were included. Much is crap. 

By the file numbers, these are those pages of which I'd appreciate copies. There are 

not many. In some cases I'll make notes. 

003,009, 058-9, 230 (but only if it gives clues to who fed JG this shit, or if it is 

ossible, or if it discloses handwriting, which could be quite important now, etc.); 233-5 

(but only if the comments made are licA's and not JG's); 244-7 (which JG was careful not 

to give me while misusing my interview with Davis); 356;359-61; 406-7 (you should know they 

phone book, under Southern Research, refers to Wackenhut, which is a vy large outfit of 

former FBI's with close government contracts, probably contacts- Ivin cautioned me against 

getting close to Oster, who showed interesi 723 (R. Senal I might want to check out some-

times in Boston. I'd thought from your comment that he was from N.0.); 814-5;839-45 (and herd 

I call your attention to q's many arguMenta with deB, which could be taken as indicatthon 

he was deB's infirmant). 
I do not now recall why I had a note attached from PH'a 3/2/71, but perhaps it is in 

ref to 044 of Bud's file mentioned in JNS to PE 2/20 re CIA withholding-from WC, which 

interests me much now. 
Nlw that everybody is up and my eife is making breakfast, until they wash and are 

ready I'll make a few notes on the others does in what was uppplien, there they seem 

wtthh it. 
Scimabra's 4/2/68:1 do not recall that B said KT had something to do with apparently 

DRE, but I do recall reports that KT visited Bringuier's. 

His 4/2/68 on his Dowell interview: he took so long to send me a copy (the lazy 

incompetent actunfly'wanted me to drive down there and interview her when he was driving 

that way going hone) that I just didn't carry this further. Some I can confirm. I have no 

reason to doubt the other interesting things in this. As I recall, I bars  gotten from the 

Shirlington apt house manager the fact that this woman bad reason to hate KT. I am 

interested in that Freedom School, if either of you knows anything about it. 

Liebeler's 10/12/66 to Klihr: I presume there is no copy of any response. However, as 

disclosures of Liebelr's knowledge of FBI withholding or protection, this is valuable. 

David Lewis: wish I had independent confirmation. 

Gurvich Lardner interview if this is a simple of the questioning of the best pro, is 

there any wonder they could come up with nothing? However, this is not the only Fer.le 

sudeestion of his closeness to FBI after assassination. 

That:Bud memo on the meeting with Garrison is like sometking from a sick novel. All 

th nuts gathered to tell each other how great they were, how much they knew,etc. It as 

right after this that 3ud told me he had just seen JG and had never seen him better or more 

on top of everything.  and I told Bud that he had to be crazy. It was on this occasion that 

Bud asked me to go to N.O. with him for two weeks after he came back from England, the 

trip to begin 12/1, which led to what you should remember (but not to Bud paying my 

expenses, as he had said he would). he had asked me to work with him for two weeks on that 

trip, and to stay at a motel with him, etc., and to wkke prelim. arrangements. I was then 

ppanntkla  the trip for the San Diego Coemittee, and Bud did give me the extra fare from LA 

to NO, but no more. Considering what the Sah Diego people did about not paying my expenses, 

I guess he appears generous! 
If eithee of you thinks there is anything else in this file I should know about, I'd 

like to hear. It also shows that Bud never intended keeping confidential things confidential, 

g or this list contains some of my work that wa.,; to have been preserved for me and kept 

carefully segregated-and it is not the wntire list. 



reported that Molina opposed the CP faction 
within ula 	 _ _ 

(He had, however, been supported by the CP f
action within that group.) 

I guess you have seen Roberts' piece in the 
March 1 Newsweek. I guess we are 

fortunate that he doesn't know what to look 
for. He didn't even make JG specifically 

look foolish on this U-2 bit, which would ha
ve been easy. He also seems to have 

been unaware of other relevant information- 
the dispute on LHO's clearance, the 

Schrand incident (with reference to the cryp
to van), LHO's claim to have been at the 

Powers trial, etc. Roberts also mentions the
 CIA report on Russian use of 

assassinations, CD 1552. I had wondered why
 such an early-dated report was made a

 CD 

so late. There may be a connection with an A
llen-Scott column of October 1964 

(p. 044 of the Bud file, mentioned in JN
S's ltr to me of 2;20), which alleges 

that the 

CIA was withholding some such report(s
) from the WC. There are other cases where 

response was made to Allen-Scott columns. 

cc; JNS 

Sincerely, 

/16'fz<A, 
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3/5/71 

Dear Jim (Paul), 

I've just returned from a rather successful trip to Memphis, with many tapes 

to transcribe, notes to make, etc., so aside from not having time to go into others 

things right now, I want to keep my mind as clear as I can. Hence, after reading your 

letter of the 2nd, I scanned the very valuable enclosed notes, very briefly. 

I checked the N.U, phone book of that period, for while I immediately agreed with 

your hunch on R. Sepal, I also know this is the kind of name one can find there. It is 

not in the phone book. There is a John Bennie', the closest thing (with a separate 

listing at the same number for his wife). 

Recently I got from Paul some of thos pages, those that seemed interesting from 

his list. I've not been able to go over them and ma postponing it until I can pay 

attention that I can hope will not be interrupted. I have put your notes with those . 	. 
pages. 

Bud has an understandable ambition to breathe life into his stillborn CTIA, do he 

has rarely given me anything because I would not join it. When I copied thing, I made 

dupes when I could for Paul and Gary, but not Bud. So, because I've never gone through 

his files, I do not know what he has. I know much, by percentage, is garbage, but I also 

know some is excellent. 
Manuel Garcia Gonzalez, in N.O., is like Jphn uojes anywhere. The only one of 

whom Mrs. Cerniglia lnew was ressued at sea at a later date, off N.U. 

Agreed on both Kaiser and Sirhan, and if you ever spot such connections, I am 
now much more interested than I would have been earlier. 

Hastily, 



3/2/71 

Dear Harold, 

Last yearwhen Paul went Bast he got the chance to look over 

Bud's New Orleans file, and brought back a mass of material which I was 

allowed to go over. 

I got a copy fremPaul of 79 of these pages, which seemed to me 

to be the most interesting. I am enclosing for you some notes I have made 

on the pages retained me, on the chance that you havent ha d the oppor- 

tunity to comb thru Bud's complete file. 	In reading these you may find 

something you need for your files. My numbering is that applied by Paul. 

For instance p.732 PH numberinr is a letter from "R.Senal" 

(Arsenal?). A tip on Manuel Garcia Gonzales, connecting him with Ricardo Davis. 

The letter is dated 72 Apr 67. Is this how Garcia Gonzales got introduced 

into the Garrison caper. 	Wonder if Mr. Senal was ever run down and 

interviewed? 

Would of course be interested in any of your opinions on this 

material. 

Just read Robert Kaiser's book, "RYK Must Die". 	Interesting but 

incomplete and inconclusive. Hope you can get at the FBI file. Kaiser just 

didnt know what to do with it. 	I would be interested in learn n'. more 

about Sirhan's left-wing and right-wing contacts, and underworld contacts: 

Best wishes, 

C:\  • 	 , 
71 ,S—c/411;V--  

1546 SE 55th Av. 
	 Jim Schmitt 

Portland, Or. 97215 
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Copies of 79 pp from Dud F. files reed 7/13/70 from P.H. 

PH page 
003 Miami P.D. new il/1/63,  subJ:Jerry Patrick. Stated Loran Hall stealing 

his rifles. Hall staying with Manuel (Manolo) Aguilar Alvarez. 

009 	Miami P.D. memo 9/24/45 (info from FBI) Antonio Veciana forming secret 
assassination army. 

053-9 	Notes on a meeting 8/24/67 v/Guy Johnson. Info re:Banister, Novel, etc. 

060-1 	Notes on a neetg (interview) 7/20/67 with Frank PARTES, by William R. 
Martin. Bartes aecomp. by his atty, "Mt. Pelier". Info re: CRC, Rebel, 
Areacha, Lawrence Laborde, Hemming 14 Howard Davis, etc. 

068 	List of members, C.R.C., New Orleans (1962-3) 

069 	List C.R.C. delegates, various nations- 

071 	List C.R.C. delegates, various regions of U.S. 

202-4 	Interview of Ronnie CAIRB 1/23/67 by P.K. 	Info on Ariacha, Crusade 
to Free Cuba, various other people. "When Arcacha first came to Caine, 
he said he was active in smuggling; men into the underground in Cuba." 
Caire "has not heard of David Ferrie". Manuel GIL knew Arcacha well. 

1/7 	230 	Anonymous(?), undated (?) letter to Garrison advising him to look 
into Fred Lee CRISMAN. Gives rundown of Crisman's supposed activities, 
and connections. 

233-5 	Interview of Martin L. MeAuliffe, Jr. 5/9/67 inGarrisons office. 
Interesting re:Cuban groups and their tie-in w/FBI & Intelligence orgns. 

244-7 	Interview 2/1 28/67 (Memo dated 3/22/67) of Rudolph R. DAVIS, Jr. at 
Houston by Gurvich & Alcock. Jos. Damiani (Davis' atty) present. 
Arcacha introduced Ferrie to Davis at Arcacha's apt. 	Knew Banister. 
Was unable to identify a photo of Clay Shaw(:). 
"Davis stated he was standing on a corner near where LEE HARVEY OSWALD 
was distributing, pamphlets and witnessed the scuffle betweenOSWA'D 
and CARLOS BRINOIIBR. Another man, a Latin-American with olive com-
plexion, disappeared from the scene. DAVIS was of the opinion this 
man was with OSWALD and found his name as TORRES or GOMEZ CORTEZ." 
"DAVIS selected a photograph of LAYTBN I'1ARTENS and said he had seen 
him with OSWALD. DAVIS said OSWALD later held a Fair Play for Cuba 
meeting by Lee Circle in Nee Orleans to protest the treatment of Cuba. 
The police came and disbanded the group. At that time, according to 
DAVIS, MARTENS was with OSWALD." 

"....For six months DA IS bad just been hanging around and watching 
Cubans in New York City. The Pair Play for Cuba committee was receiving 
money from CASTRO through Ontario, Canada. DAVIS said when he came to 
New Orleans, he contacted Superintendent Giarrusso and explained  
his mission. He said the N.Y. police were much friendlier and the 
reception here was a gold one." 
"DAVIS said he was introduced to OSTALD by CARLOS QUIROCA. DAVIS 
said he wanted to infiltrate OSWALD's group and went to OSWALD's house 

on Mil622ine Street with OUr/ROGA about 8 psi one night shortly after 



DAVIS Int.(contd) 

the. ERINGUIER debate or televison. OSWALD'a wife was home and DAVIS 
could see Fair Play for Cuba leaflets inside the house. DAVIS did not 
actually enter the house as OSWALD came out on the sidewalk and conversed 
with them there. The meeting was very brief and DAVIS was not expected 
by OSWALD. 
"Davis said he did not know CLAY STAW." 
"Referring to ALPHA 66, DAVIS said V,isgroup was directed by the former 
president of Cuban accountants, he knew what people had money in foreign 
banks and would pressure these persons for contributions." 
"DAVIS knolls RONNIP CAIR1". (Note by ins: in Caire interview"Caire 

said he did not recognize the name of Ricardo Davis". 
"Davis stated he known Sylvia Odin and her brother" 

Also knows G.Wray (1I1, Orlando Piedra, M.Cil. Claims to be good 
friend of Alberto Fowler. 

"According to DAVIS, the FBI came to him the next day after the 
assassination of President Kennedy wanting a statement about OSWAID's 
funds", 

"Davis stated he once attended a party where he met someone resembling  
the descrikation of CLAY SHAW,who spoke in a Communistic manner. DAVIS 
had words with him and later reported him to the PM but cr'nnot  now recall 
his name. This party was held in a building which had two statues of 
large lions at the entrance. As he recalls, this place was for hire." 

p.248 	Interview of Dr. Alexis H. Davison, report dtd 2/25/70. 

1......,,,,-" 	356 	Memo of interview of Lawrence Fox, 3626 Dante St., N.O. 4/14/67 by 
Alcock & Kent Simms. 	Info onC.A.P. (Fox was cadet). 'Pox was later 
an assistant to Berrie with C.A.F. 	In summer '61 Fox solicited funds 
for Crusade to Free Cuba. Met Arcacha. Martens also active soliciting. 

354-61 Interview 5/2/67 by Alcock with Fred A. Sewell (BoltonFord). Oscar 
Deslatte was Sewell's Asst Manager. Sewell was truck manager. Two 
people game in lookinc: for trucks. One man was 5-6" or 5-7, 140-145a, 
not gloppy, was neat, hair wan wont, not fancy dressed. Was with 
man with Cuban accent, looked like a cuben, heavy set, wavey hair, 
Lind of olive compleioned, seemed well-educated. Knew technical info 
re the trucks. 

393 	Miami P.D. memo 2/20/67 re search for one Manuel Garcia Gonzalez. The concluding paragraph is interesting: "A private investigator by 
the name of BI RNARDO TORTE'S is supposedly working on this assassination 
plot, bein1z paid by the New Orleans District Attorney's office. Torres 
has been active inthe Bay of Pigs organization and other Cuban organi-
zations in Miami, acting as "Intelligence" for these groups." 

399 	Interview 3/1/67 by John Volz of CHARLES MOTO, ex-Levee Board Police 
Officer. Thinks he arrested Oweald with a Latin person(Celso 
Hernandez?) 	"October or Nov. 1962" on the Lakefront in New Orleans. 
They were together in a white panel ! ruck at a late hour. The t ruck 
belonged to an electronics film but cannot recall the name. 
Note by jns: Both men were released. This "incident^ apparently 

really happened and there is enough info to identify the electronics 
firm and the two men involved. Havent seen it yet tho: Doubt it was 
LHO but maybe one of his impersonators. 



p.419 	Interview 11/7/67 by Alfred A. Chapman of James Rozzell, Secy- 

Treas. Downtown Lincoln Mercury .Dallas. Re: Jack A.C.Lawrence. 

(Refs: CP2C5 pp 212,221. 2hn687,704. Thinks LAWRE:TCE activities on 

11/22/63 very strange. Was ill that morning. Came back, took demo, 

parked it along thewooden fence n. of grassy knoll. He and another 

picked it up later 11/22. 	Lawrence phoned the FBI 11/23 re:Oswald 

supposed attempts to purchase new car in Nov '63. Accordini to 

Rozzell, LAwItENCE was arrested 11/22 and held in jail overnite. 

Pizzo of Downtown phoned the police because they were suspicious of 

LAWRFMCE's activities. Lawrence said to be very anti-Castro. May 

be something to all this. It doesnt come out inPizuo testimony. 

423-4 	Memo from Chandler re DAVID TTWIS 1/21/67. Lewis saya he saw 

Oswald 4 Ca4roga together several times(late $1962e). 
Supposed Quiroga exae to Lew is and Delphine Roberts in Mancuso'a 

and introduced a stranger with him as "Lee narvey". Lewis says 

he saw the pair together at Heiman Bldg few days later. . Then again 

in Bannisters office w/Arcacha: 	Seems positive all this occurred 1962. 

425 	Signed statement 1/4/66(probably 67) of David P. Lewis, Jr. 

Identified some photographs am' people therein. 

503.4 	Threepages from the "Martin fi Lewis Reports Part II"(pp 34-6 of its. 

Lots of junk. Kim Philby. Some info re Banister, Durham, Mizell, 

GUy P.Johnson & CIA,CMI. Jos. Newbrough, Regis Kennedy. Letters 

of Marque. Schlumberger. 

529 	Signed stmt 12/26/66 Jack S. Martin. Says in late summer '63 was in 

office of Banister and in walked Dave Ferric with Brownlee P: Oswald, 

(who was referred to as "Lee"). All of them went in to seeDanister. 

Statement given to J.G. in presence of Louis Ivon. 

535-6 	Miami P.D. report 9/6/63 re:Rolando MASPRRRTTR and his activities. 

R.M. Jose Antonio raceo foriied group of Cuban exiles in NYC-Newark 

area, pretext of invasion. Miami PD eoncludes R.M. used tne operation 

as a fraud to obt,in funds and arms for his own use. 

560-2 	Comments (by Purr?) on parts of the Transcript of Pr.,-trial Bearin, s and 
Trial of Richard Case NAGET.L (3 vole). 	cn the "bank robbery": 

"The FBI knons why I did it". Repeated statements by NagelI to indicate 

that FBI was implicated in his activities. 	"I have been asked 
questions by the Secret Service regarding Lee Harvey Oswald". 
"....I lived in Mexico City in 1962". 	In 1958 in Japan Nagell 

was on loan from the Army Counter Intelligence Corps to "another 
in=elligence agency". 	Was Nagell messing around with PPCC ??(jt1:,) 

T415(Nagell) "I have passed through El Paso on my way to Mexico from 

Los Angeles. I have made numerous trips from Mexico City to 

Los Angeles." 

598 	Memo to Loisel from Garrison 4/21/67 re: Additional info from 

CHARLPS NOTO. The truck inv ived had a aiin "TV Electronics Parts 

and Service" or to that effect. Recollects that tcsiness was located 
on Broad St. 	/Is pretty sure texas Oswald. 	Probably 1962 but 
possibly 1963. Man with Oswald definitely Latin. Was driver of truck. 
Thinks he identified himself as a TV 4 electronics technician. W‘s 

tall, thin 	somewhat on dark side. Black hair,wore mustache. 

Maybe vicinity of 6 feet. (X Correctly atateS 	should be possible 
to identify this trick and driver....was it oone: ins, 



p.602-5 Statement of Dr. Agustin GUITART (Jan. 1967). Is Professor of 
Physics at Xavier university. Int. by Prank Klein of D.A. of: ice. 
Doesnt know Quiroga. Thinks Sylvia Odio(his niece) mentd this name 
to him after assn, unknown context. Never net Arcadia but has heard 
he is "bandit". 	Knows Arturo Finlay, who known Arcadia. Knows 
Bartes. Knows Luis Ravel very aell. 	"Mr. Klein then showed me 
three pictures. In tin of the pictures I recognized lee Harvey Oswald 
because I had seen him when he was in Court in New Orleans. I was 
there with Dr. Pringuier when they went to Court..." 
"I did not recognize any of the other people in the picture with 
the exception of one man who in one picture has an arrow over his 
head and is standing next to Oswald, and in the other picture has 
the number 3 over his head. He is wear 4 ng a light-colored shirt 
and a dark tie. I do not know this man's name and I cannot recall 
where or how he is familiar to me but I feel that I may have seen 
him before. However, he appears to be not to be white." (Think 
t:-is may be Pizzo 433 A,B and the man he thinks he recognizes is the 
one Who looms very important...jns). 	Sylvia father due for release 
in 1963. Was worth 4 or 5 million dollars. 

606-7 	Statement of JOSEPH A. 05TER/UN age 31,809 Audubon, -525-4205/ 
12/29/66 Was in business w/Cuy Banister, about 1 956 as Guy Banister 
a Assoc Inc. 	Left banister 1058 and formed Southern Research CO. 
now Joseph A. Oster and Associates, Inc. 	Met lots of Banister 
crowd incl. lrrrie.Martin, Lewis. //The followinf is interesting: 
"Subsequently, I ran into one of the Cubans I was introduced to in 
Banister's office in my own office buildina, and I woulc see him 
coming in and out of the elevator, and I asked him if he had seen 
Banister and he said, '1:43, I'm not fooling with that anymore.". I 
haven't seen this Cuban for about four months mow. This particular 
unknown Cuban was watehinc Oswald pass out these pamphlets in front 
of liaison Blanche, Kress, and the Audubon Puildini.". 

(auiroga? Davis"?..jns)(Could identify from photos?) 

608 	Interview 2/14/68 of Fred Sewel (Bolton ford deal). Interview by 
Bets. Kent Simms a Sal Scalia. They showed Sewell a photo of am. 
Dalzell .. said it resembles second man wan van- w/a0awald" but cant 
say positively. 	"Mr. Seigel went on to relate that the man who came 
in with OSWATD had • scar over lais left eye, that he didn't have a 
apanisi- name but that he was a Cuban type. Further, that this man 
was either an engineer or a mechanic as he wile• familiar rata the 
working parts of at ruck. Also, that he was between 5-6 and 5-8" 
and well over 2!0 pounds. He was the athletic type and in his mid-
twenties ." 
"Mr. Sew! further stated that the orilina] bid was turned over 
to the FBI and that he is under the impression that this office has 
a photostat of the same with the name of 0StAaD and the name of the 
other person who appeared wit' hirn.a 	(The D/A office: jns) 

626 	Page 6 of some Bethell notes. 	Cf much interest is the following 
which I quite verbatim. Unfortunabely the CD reference not given..jns. 

" An BBI report in the National Archives provides additional infor-
mation about possible con piratorial links nswald may have made 
while in Mexico City. (Note: Oswald not necessarily linked with 
this inaividual...jns) According to this report one MANUEL VICENT11 
PORRAS RIVEHA left Costa Rica on September 15, 1963 and went to 



Miami where he contacted "an anti-Castro Cuban, volunteered his ser-
vices, and was placed in contact with other persons....lhereafter he 
left Miami for Merida, Yucatan, MexicotCaudet stap...jns) 'where he 
contacted the Cuban consul on several occasions any' tried to obtain 
a visa to Cuba. 

"He then travelled to Mexico City 'where he stayed at a small hotel, 
name not recalled,' and on Saturday September 2N, 1963 called at the 
Cuban Embassy for exactly the sane reason CSVAnD had the day before... 
to obtain a visa for travel to Cube. He was told to return on Monday, 
September 3P, but PORRAS said he did not. 
"He later left Mexico City by bus, entering Laredo on October 3." 

"Cn the same afternoon he boarded a Greyhound Bus at Laredo for Dallas, 
Texas, Where he spent several Ways befor travelling to New Orleans, 
La., where he remained four or five clays and from where he returned 
to San Jose, Costa Rica. 
//Interestint, is it not. P1MAS as sent on a mission. Note cities 

involved. PST no doubt hes all the names. they would be interestng. 
Will try to ret hold of this FBI report....jns// 

732 	Letter dated 22 April 1967 to D.A. office from "R.Senal". 	Front 
of envelope Minim but only return address shows: R. Senal, 253 Common-
wealth Ave., Boston, Mass. 02116. Stamp and postmark invisible. 
Letter says 1 " It has come to my attention that you have 

reopened the investigptinn of the Kennedy assassination. That means 
that you have no doubt hoard the name of Ricardo Davis mentioned. I 
am acquainted wits' this person and an aware that once you find him 
he will not reveal to you the identity of a close friend of his, one 
Manuel Garcia Gonzales, who has helped him on a number of his ventures. 
It may be wise to question 'sr. Davis further in this connection.". 

Sincerely, /s/ R,Senal /t/ R. Senal 
(I presume thin address was ekd out. Is this the original info 

on Garcia Conzales??...jna) 

736-7 	Interview 3/31167 with Betty Parrott, 900 St. Ann St. by A.J.Sciambra. 
Parrott has net quite a few of these people. Dalzell lived at her home 
for a while. At that time he was involved with The Friends of Cuba. 
This group had its office in the Halter Bidu. Memberc included 
Arcacha, Bill Crain. (Crain?), nalzell, Crady Durham, one Log'-n, 
who was with CIA, Bill Kline(Klein, an atty), Regis Kennedy, 
a member of the FBI; an individual named Hoffman and one named 
EASTP.RLING. 	Shipment and transportation of individuals and stipples 
supplies in and out of Cuba. 	Many times Regis Kennedy would come 
over and trik to Dalzell concerning the operation. The group later 
moved from Salter Bldg into an office in the I.T.M. and then operated 
under the name of The Voice of Cuba or The Friends of Democratic Cuba. 
Miami 

756 

	

	.I1ieI.P.t. memo 9/15/h7 . Soldiers of fortune at 1925 SW 4th St.,Miami. 
Names: Martin P X Casey, Joseph Cavendish CARMAN, Ralph Elmer SLAFTER, 
James Arthur LEWIS, A Ralph Grant BDBNS, Alfredo DOMINGUEZ, Harry G. 
WORLPY, Robert Kenneth PROVN. 



2 	- y • 

757-8 Memo of conversation between (whom?) and Manolo AGUILAR(also 
present: Sgt. Gus Zenos, Miami P.D., interpr-ter (6/5/68) 
Hall stayed at Aguilar's house Fall 3)63. Mall Howard & Seymour 
had a small apt. nearby but stayed there often, ate there. 
Hall's group had falling-out with Hemming-Wilson. Patrick friend of 
Rolando Masferrer. Hall arrived Miami Sept 25th or 26th or possible 
a bit later. Aguilar feels Hemming was an informer for the CIA. 
"As late as 1968, Howard has telephoned Aguilar and told him that he 
has been cleared by the FBI". 	Aguilar well acq. with Luis BALBUBNO 
and relates they worked for Naval Intelligence 1959-61 in Cuba till 
he Aguilar left shortly before Bof Pigs in61. Balburno did attempt to 
kill Raoul Ca-tro in 59. Aguilar personally knows of 3 attempts on the 
life of Fidel by Naval Intelligence. Before 1961 April. Thinks a 
number of attempts have been made since then. 

760 	Letter to Alcock fr m Willie A. SOMIRSHTT, 1336 N.Miami Av.,miami 
dated 8/79/68. Thinks be saw Shaw, using the name Broussard in his 
(Somersetts)office 7/61, or 8/63. This person told Somersett he lived 
in the Pr nch Quarters in N.O. had his relations had a big restaurant 
there. 
"If you want the tape that was made by the Miami Intelligence Unit, you 
can contact Lieut. M. Swilley or Sgt. Everett Lay." 
"I would be willing to swear in any Court in any land that the man 

who told me his name was Proussard was undoubtedly Shaw". 

761 	Some notes 3/1/69 via Jones Harris. 	Na:el and some names he drops. 
Nagel! gez left N.O. for L.A. on 9/16/63. 
per Na,e11: "Leon Oswald - 'tale, Caucasian, American, - 4-26, 150 lbs. 
5-8 or 5-9". Alive on Sept 14 or 15, 1963. Not alive after Sept. 19, 1963. 

Nagell mentions somebody named ::Leopoldo" working in Dallas, "had 
a hand in Dallas", working for "movement to Free CUba" headed by 
Tracy Barnes. "Leopoldo-Caucasian, Mexican 27-29 years- 200 lbs- 
PIP" or 5-11, black hair, heavy build, Alpha 66. " 	Also one "Wrangel" 

Note by JNST 	Nagell is about 99% bullshit isnt 

813 	Notes on meeting at Daily Hews, Chicago with Mooney, McCartney, and 
Bob Cruenberg, and Newman 5/2R, 5/29/68. A bit on the Vallee story and the four men story, 

814-5 Memo 2/5/67 to Jim Garrison from Alcock re:Angel Vega, and info 
on the C.D.M. camp across the lake. First in command: Fidel Zaldivar. 2nd in command: Victor Paneque. Gives a few names. Laureano Batista 
is tryirw to locate roster. Ricardo Davis same 8 or 10 times to the 
camp. Only artlos who came to the cwp were Davis and two white Amer. 
males in their 50's or t'O's who owned the camp. 

820 	Top Secret list of meetings, presidents commission, line thru 1/22 meeting. 

828 	notes on 5/8/68 visit Jerry Patrick Veen in ;  visit to N.O. office. 
Drops a bunch of names. Some of his self I would take w/grien of salt. 
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829-36 	Letter dtd 6/21/67 from Wiley Yates to JimGarrison. His contacts 
with Loran Hall, etc. 

837-8 	Memo 12/18/67 to Garrison from Sciambra re:Interview with 
"BP" /betty Parrott re:Priends of Democratic Cuba. Interesting, 
Joseph "oore described as lat.' 20's, honey blonde hair, blu eyes, 
3-71", 150-60 lbs. same into town same week that Bill Dalzeil formed 
Friends of Demo. Cuba. 	"Whenever she saw bin he was w /Dalzell or 
Arcacha". 	Banister. Logan. Regis Kennealy.Did LHO stay at Court 
of Two Sisters, upstairs( r think there is about a week unaccounted 
for in late Apr-early May '63 but I may be wrong---jus). Says Gene 
Davis was relieved of his duties at the Court when word of this got 
around. (If Min did stay there, and knew Davis at the time 4010 
we have an "LHO-Bertrani" connection.ins) 
Fetty has heard that Gene Daa;a1 was involved in blackmail from 
"Queers". The blackmailing info. came from Regis Kennedy and some 
He York agents (::? --ins) . 	Banister would come around the 

Friends, with Duthan/Jack Martin/Dalzell. 	"B4 Butler did know a 
lot about FPC as he was always with Banister and Jack Martin". 
He was responsible for the dismissal of Dalzell and the eventual 
formation of INCA. 

1_,/ 839-45 	Intervie, . report, Frank Klein to Garrison, dtd 1/13/66 (meaning 
either 12/13/66 or 1/13/67 I presume). 	Interview of CARTCS QUIROGA 
who resides 3134 Derby Place, N.O., employed at Rene Harris Consulting 
Engineers. 	Early 30's, 5-7 to 5-8 tall, slender, black hair, 
brown eyes, complex. a little darker than average. Been i U.S. 
15 years, attended St. Edwards Univ. in Austin, Tex. 	Father, mother 
and 2 brothers jailed Isle of Pines by Fidel. SAYS HIS PATHFR WAS 
IN CHARGE OF INTIRY W.COAST UNDPRIIROUND FOR THE BAY OF PIGS INVASION. 
His brothers are in U.S. or Puerto Rico. Perrie was very active 
in the front and very close to Areacha. Quiroga says he suggested 
to Bringuier that they to infiltrate Oswald's organization. 
Bringnier went to LHO house a nd visited 1/2 hr. Heard L{{) speak 
to a woman who appeard to be his wife in a language which sounded 
to him like Russian. 	Oswald said he was studying Russian at Thiene. 
Says this was his ONLY eontect w/Cewald. Quiroga visited Ferrie's 
house many times in Metairie. Ferric: made many flights for and with 
Areadha. He once flew Areacha to Miami. 	Quiroga was UNABLE/ to identify 
a picture of Martens. 

(Re Fernandez Barcenas -infiltration" of CDM camp): "He says that 
the FBI refused to do anything to Fernandez after he, was discovered, 
adding that this was typical of the FBI and that THIS IS WHY HI FAS 
HAD SO MANY AAGUNENTS 	 AGINT DE BRUEYS. 

"He does not recognize any of the names from Mrs. Odio's testi mony 
except the names of George Rodriguez Alvareda and Emanuel Salvat 
which sound familiar to hin but he can't place them. 

Knows Orlando PIEDRA very well. 


